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Preface
Road accidents are a severe problem in Malaysia. The number of casualties due to road
accident has increased steadily over the past few years. Since the year 2003, the number
of fatalities has been consistently above 6,000 deaths, with casualties amounting to
26,000. The country has not seen any significant reduction in overall accidents and
fatalities since then.
Due to this alarming figure, the government has introduced several new policies and
laws to heighten the road safety status in the country. One of the most significant
components in ensuring the success of these new policies and laws is enforcement.
Enforcement on road traffic laws is being done on a day to day basis by traffic police and
Road Transport Department (RTD). However, conducting enforcement is often in small
scale and exclusive areas due to limited enforcement personnel and equipment.
The concept of evidence-based enforcement tackles the issue by placing the significant
amount of enforcement officers and equipment at selected locations that are known to
have a high number of road traffic accidents. Gathered evidence from previous road
accident data and strategies are formulated based on the known evidence.
Implementation of this concept in other countries has shown to yield a better result in
reducing both accidents and fatalities.
To introduce the concept of evidence-based enforcement in Malaysia, the conducting of
a Professional Development Programme involve enforcement officers from both the
Royal Malaysian Police and Road Transport Department. The programme has shown a
positive result in helping to build an enforcement strategy. The participant has identified
the critical elements in developing enforcement strategy by answering the common
question of what are problems, who are usually involved in the problem, why the
problem occurs, where and when usually the problem occurs and how to tackle the
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problem. Answers to these questions significantly help to implement a more focus and
effective enforcement by using a limited amount of personnel and equipment.
The development of this code of practice is for easy reference and implementation of
evidence-based enforcement by road traffic authorities and enforcement personnel in
Malaysia. It is also designed for a complete guide on understanding and to use road
accident data for evidence and information. Focus or targeted enforcement provide
effective treatment for specific road safety issues; thus helping in reducing both
accidents and fatalities.
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1.

Introduction

Road accident is a severe problem in Malaysia. According to the Royal Malaysian Police
(PDRM), in 2008 there were more than 360,000 road crashes on Malaysian roads, with
6,527 fatalities and over 27,000 injured. While there is a recent small change in the
number of road crashes and fatalities, these rates are consistent with those observed
from previous years. A drastic measure is needed to change the trend and situation to
solve the problem.
There are many causes of road accidents. The three main factors often associated with
road accidents are road user behaviour, road engineering and vehicles factor. However,
user behaviour constitutes 95% of the factors of road accidents. Among the leading
causes of road accidents coming from the road user behaviour side are driving too close,
speeding, dangerous turning and dangerous overtaking.
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Figure 1 Number of road accidents due to types of driver errors for 2008

Over the years, traffic enforcement apprehends traffic offenders. Roadblocks and road
patrols are examples of them. Emphasis on enforcement is especially during festive
seasons such as Hari Raya Aidilfitri, Deepavali, Christmas Day and Chinese New Year with
the launched of ‘Ops Sikap’. The ops first started in December 2001 and have shown
positive result ever since. The latest Ops Sikap XVII (Hari Raya Aidilfitri) has shown an
8.4% reduction in fatal accidents if compared to the previous Hari Raya Aidilfitri Ops
Sikap XIII. It has shown the effectiveness of enforcement if carried out consistently.
During the non-festive season, the number of fatalities and road accidents fluctuates
over time. Traffic enforcement is still being carried out nationwide, with lesser intensity
than during the Ops Sikap. Figure 2 below shows the number of summonses and
accidents by month in 2008. The number of accidents shows a reduction when the
number of summonses increases significantly, suggesting the effectiveness of carrying
out enforcement. However, the number of accidents also shows a reduction when the
number of summonses issued is high. This inconsistency is suggesting that enforcement
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does not cover the real problem and location of accidents. The real problem and location
are only covered when there is extensive enforcement, and the enforcement agencies
should spare their entire resource such as during Ops Sikap.

Number of Summonses

Ops Sikap XVII

Summon
Accident

Figure 2 Number of summonses and accidents by month for 2008

The ideal situation is to go all out nationwide with enforcement such as during the Ops
Sikap period. However, this is not possible partly due to the scarce resources of
enforcement agencies to carry nationwide enforcement regularly. Perhaps everyday
enforcement should be carried out more strategically by targeting specific problems and
locations. This code of practice aims to help the enforcement agencies to reduce the
problem by implementing Evidence-Based enforcement using accident data as evidence.
By channelling resources into a particular focus, accident reduction can be achieved
quicker and with a better result.

1.1

Evidence-Based Enforcement

Evidence-Based enforcement is the use of traffic enforcement approaches and methods
based on evidence such as crash statistics, to achieve prescribed outcomes, for instance,
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the reduction of traffic offences which create the potential for crashes. Objectives of
Evidence-Based enforcement are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Using data, information, knowledge and planning to identify targets and set
performance measures
Identifying the detection and enforcement measures and strategies which work
best in achieving the objectives;
Understanding and appreciating the role and interaction between education,
enforcement and publicity;
It is providing a deterrent threat to motorists that is meaningful.

Evidence-Based enforcement must be “evidence-based and outcome-focused” to
reduce the prevalence of traffic offences which create the potential for crashes.
Constant surveillance, coupled with diverse enforcement strategies and technologies,
increases the detection rate of high-risk and habitual traffic offenders.
Collation of intelligence from crash statistics, trend analysis from a traffic violation,
speed survey analysis and information from police/JPJ enforcement activity determines
the appropriate actions and targeted interventions.
Collecting the intelligence, i.e. accident data, and not making full use of it is as bad as
not having access to that intelligence.

1.1.1 Relevance of Evidence-Based Enforcement
Evidence-based enforcement has become increasingly necessary with the pinch on
financial and personnel resources available to the police, more extensive and denser
population spread which makes law enforcement more difficult and the significant
increase in crime rates.
Social change and its consequent problems have seen police forces in many parts of the
world coming up with non-traditional policing approaches. One of these approaches is
community policing. It entails the police moving into the community and providing what
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are fundamentally social services such as public talks on simple self-defence techniques,
safely securing one’s home and family against theft and home invasions and road safety.
Community policing is not new. Police in 19th century America, built and supervised the
construction of playgrounds for children, obtained housing for the homeless, enforced
health and building codes and found jobs for ex-convicts. However, with the call for
“professionalism” in law enforcement, the social side of policing diminished and was
replaced by what has become known as traditional policing as the main policing style
worldwide. Examples of this traditional style are below.
Many of the practices in the examples below were necessary to meet the problems of
the times in which these styles emerged beginning with the advent of modern law
enforcement in 1829, introduced by Sir Robert Peel, the first police chief of the newly
formed London Metropolitan Police. Some of the practices, however, evolved as
unintended consequences. This style was a significant improvement on the one it
replaced and has served the police and the public well for more than a century. Examples
of traditional policing practices and style are:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

The police react to incidents. Calls for police service drive them to respond to
the event.
Performance evaluations are based not on outcomes but on activities which are
output based for example the number of summonses issued and the number of
arrests made.
Planning based on internally generated police data as there is limited
information from and about the community.
Planning focused on internal operations like rules, regulations, procedures and
policies.
The authoritative style of the military model of command and control used to
manage the police force.
Supervision reflects and reinforces the organisational style of management and
is thus, control-oriented.
Undertaking daring events are rewarded rather than service activities.
Recruitment emphasises the spirit of adventure rather than the spirit of service.
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ix.
x.
xi.

Training tends towards the police’s law enforcement role even though statistics
show that officers spend only 15 to 20 per cent of their time on enforcement.
Patrol officers are not encouraged or expected to be creative in addressing
problems and are not rewarded for taking an innovative approach.
Police departments operate with few collaborative links with the community.

It has thus become imperative to be able to prioritise and focus enforcement on
achieving the maximum results with the fewest resources in the shortest time.

1.1.2 Examples of Targeted Road User Programs
The government and private sectors have been working together to come up with
programs specific to targeted road users. Below are the examples of the programs.

1.1.2.1 Road Safety Education
In Malaysia, the Royal Malaysian Police have become increasingly involved in community
activities and educative pre-emptive measures. A good example is the police’s
participation in road safety community-based programs. Coordinated, and in many
cases, conceived by the Malaysian Road Safety Department, these road safety
community-based programs entail the police giving road safety talks and
demonstrations to parents, teachers and schoolchildren.

1.1.2.2 Shell Traffic Games
Long-standing community involvement by the traffic police has been the Shell Traffic
Games. Sponsored by Shell Malaysia Bhd and the Malaysian Education Ministry, these
traffic games were initiated in 1957 and held every year since. It involves selected
schoolchildren from around the country participating in mock traffic situations with the
traffic police. Its underlying idea was to teach road safety through “hands-on”
experience.

6
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1.1.2.3 Ops Sikap
Since December 2001, road safety authorities in Malaysia have run media and traffic law
enforcement blitzes during the significant movement of motorists in the three major
holiday seasons in the country annually viz. Chinese New Year, Hari Raya and Deepavali
(or Christmas). Traffic law enforcement is intensified in the week before, two weeks
during and a week after the holiday period, to deter the commission of traffic offences
and consequently reduce crash casualties. Practising evidence-Based enforcement, in
that:
i
ii
iii

1.2

Crash statistics determine the spots at which police enforcement takes place
Enforcement methods such as the mix of overt and covert methods chosen
according to crash statistics and the availability of resources
Advocacy in the form of a brief verbal warning or caution provided at the place
and time of police interception of the offending vehicle

Scope and Implementation

This Code of Practice for Evidence-Based Enforcement applied by road traffic
enforcement bodies, namely PDRM and JPJ. Drawing up the COP after the Professional
Development of Traffic Enforcement Officers workshop held in Seri Kembangan,
Selangor in March 2009.
The implementation of Evidence-Based Enforcement is divided into five significant
stages, as shown in figure 3. The first stage is the identification of road user problem.
This stage involves identifying which road user contributes to the high number of
casualty or road accident and the factors behind it.
The second stage involves goal setting. Once there is the identification of critical road
user and issues, it is crucial to determine the outcomes desired. The identification of
several goals enables successful outcomes. Goals should be SMART, Specific,
Measurable, Agreed upon, Realistic and Time-based. A goal may be to undertake ten
police operations for “helmet wearing” over six months to raise the level of helmet
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wearing by 10% or to provide ten intensive enforcement operations in a pre-crash zone
for 12 months to intercept and prosecute speeding drivers/riders and to reduce crashes
by 10%.
The next stage is to determine the type of enforcement to be can be carried on. Type of
enforcement varies depending upon the factors that lead the road user in an accident.
In stage four, there is the identification of location for enforcement. Location
identification includes the exact location up to the kilometre post and the day and time
to do the enforcement. The fifth and final stage of the strategy is the evaluation. The
OCPD conducts this based on the data collected during and after the enforcement
activities to determine the effectiveness of enforcement conducted.

Road User Problem
Identification

Evaluation

Goal Setting

Location
Identification

Type of Enforcement

Figure 3 Cycle of stages of evidence-based enforcement
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2.

Working Concept of Evidence-Based Enforcement

2.1

Goal Setting

Goal Setting involves establishing specific, measurable and time targeted objectives. In
the road accident context, the process of goal setting involved the evaluation of the
current road safety situation and the reduction target. It is vital to make progress in road
safety by ensuring that enforcement officers in the agency share a common goal and are
aware of the expectation for them towards achieving the goal. Key players usually
involved in the goal-setting includes the head-of-chief of the agencies and the on the
ground personnel.
To be most effective goals should be tangible, specific, realistic and have a time targeted
for completion. There must be realistic plans to achieve the intended goal. For example,
setting a goal to increase rear seat belt compliance to 80% without giving advocacy or
increase enforcement is not a realistic goal, while setting a goal to reduce motorcycle
fatality by 20% is a reasonable goal with possible, realistic plans.

2.2

Identify Road User

A target group is a group of persons identified with similar characteristics for
enforcement or campaign to be carried out. It is essential to concentrate the
enforcement activities or campaign to the right target group to result in a precise and
useful impact.

9
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The classification of the target group is in numerous ways. For Evidence-Based
Enforcement, it is best to first classify the target group by road user’s vehicles types
which are motorcycle, passenger vehicle, pedestrian and commercial vehicles.
The critical indicator in determining the target group is the casualty type for each road
user. Priority in the target group should base on number fatality followed by serious
injury for each road user group. Demographic features can further classify the target
group as age group, gender, ethnicity and others. The figure below showed the severity
type for each road user. It gives a general indication that enforcement should focus on
the highest target group, which is a motorcyclist.

10
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Figure 4 Sample result of casualty by road user

2.2.1 Motorcycle
The first aspect for consideration to further specify the target group for a motorcyclist
is the collision type. This analysis determines the cause of an accident and the best
enforcement towards the offences that lead to the collision type outcome. For example,
the result may show that out of control is the highest collision type.
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Here it can indicate that for motorcyclist focus should be on reducing the speed of
motorcyclist which lead to out of control accident. Similarly, for other types of collision
type, the course of each collision type should be defined to carry out the right and
effective ways to reduce accident that ended with the particular collision type.
The next aspect of being considered is part of the body injured. There are nine categories
for part of body injured listed in the POL 27 which are head, neck, chest, arms, back, hip,
legs, multiple and none either. The implication of part of body injured for motorcyclist
can also be an indicator in determined the specific enforcement for the motorcyclist.
The graph showed that most injured part of the body for a motorcyclist is head. To
reduce the head injury for motorcyclist the specific campaign advocacy and enforcement
on proper helmet wearing can be carried out.

2.2.2 Private Vehicle
Another major group of road user is the private passenger vehicle. The private passenger
vehicle consists of mainly car, van, taxi and four-wheel drive. To gather the casualty data
for this target group, the casualty data for the driver and the passenger data has to add
up, to sum the total injury data for this target group.

12
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Similar to the motorcycle analysis, to further focus on Evidence-Based Enforcement
towards private passenger vehicle, the collision type of accident can be an indication
tool. The collision type of accident can give us the indication of the offences that lead to
the said collision type. For example, if the analysis had indicated that most of the private
passenger vehicle is rear-end accident, the offences that could direct to this is tail
gaiting. Hence the focus of Evidence-Based Enforcement is to reduce tail gaiting among
passenger vehicle driver. If the analysis showed that the highest number of collision type
(for a private passenger vehicle) is the sideswipe accident A queue-jumping offence is
assumed; therefore determining the enforcement required for this offence. Same goes
for other collision types.

2.2.3 Pedestrian
A pedestrian is a vulnerable road user. They have the highest exposure in an accident. A
pedestrian accident leads to casualties when involving other types of vehicle such as
motorcycle, car, lorry and bus which according to current statistics (PDRM, 2007) leading
to 9% of deaths among pedestrian.

In analysing to determine an effective way of Evidence-Based Enforcement among
pedestrian, the first aspect of being considered is the casualties age among pedestrian.
From this analysis, the focus can further concentrate on specific age group among
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pedestrian, i.e. young pedestrian, teenage pedestrian or old folk pedestrian. With this,
the right instruments in carried out the Evidence-Based Enforcement for each target
group based on their age group. The approach for teenage pedestrian might not give
any impact if been carried out to old folk’s pedestrian and vice versa.
Besides that, there is a possibility of analysing the type of vehicle that usually involves in
a pedestrian accident. It can alert the pedestrian to pay attention to this type of vehicle
when they are on the road.

2.2.4 Commercial Vehicle
A commercial vehicle consists of two types of a road user group, which are bus and lorry.
Generally, for lorry, it can be further classified to three subcategories which are a trailer,
medium lorry and small lorry. While for a bus it can be break into six subcategories which
are express bus, stage bus, factory bus, school bus, tour bus and also minibus.

In obtaining commercial vehicle casualties, it is the sum of both data from bus and lorry
casualties. If there is a need to execute the Evidence-Based Enforcement only for one
type of commercial vehicle, a different analysis carried out using only the particular type
obtains the best result.
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2.3

Identify the Type of Enforcement

Type of enforcement varies between each type of the targeted road user. Table 1 below
shows the example of enforcement and evidence from the accident data.
Table 1 Suggesting data variable for type of enforcement selection
Type of enforcement
Speeding
Double line overtaking
Traffic light violation
Lane management
Parking
Helmet wearing
Seat belt wearing
Rear seat belt wearing
License
Broken/No light
Overloading

2.4

Suggesting data variables
i. Driver errors >> Speeding
ii. Collision type >> Out of Control and Road Geometry >>
Straight or Curve
i. Driver errors >> Dangerous overtaking and Lane marking >>
Double
i. Driver errors >> Traffic light violation
ii. Control type >> Signalized
i. Driver errors >> Dangerous turning
i. Driver errors >> Wrong parking
i. Road user >> Motorcycle and Part of body injured >> Head
ii. Road user >> Motorcycle and Belt wearing >> No helmet or
helmet but unprotected
i. Road user >> Private vehicle and Belt wearing >> No belt
i. Road user >> Private vehicle and Passenger position >> Rear
and Belt wearing >> No belt
i.
i.
i.

License status >> No license
Vehicle defect >> No light or Defective lamps
Driver errors >> Overloading passengers or Overloading
goods

Identify Target Location

The target group and enforcement activities lead to the identification of the target
location. The exact location is crucial as it provides the most impact when carrying out
the enforcement. Also, it aids in managing resources efficiently for deployment.
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Target location identification starts with the gathering of locations that matched
targeted road user and enforcement identified earlier. These locations are ranked by
states to get the states with a high number of accidents. The ranking of these states is
by district and route number. Each location ranking based on the route number shows
the road name and their corresponding kilometre post with the highest incident. Listed
in tables or charts for easy referral are the worse performing locations. The display of
these locations is on a map for easy deployment.
The process of finding a target location precisely by using the coordinates is the best
option. From a list of coordinates, locations can easily be marked or plotted on a map.
The use of software would greatly help in the mapping process. However, mapping can
be on a hardcopy map by using map markers or pins. Locations with the most density
show the problematic area and enforcement should, therefore, focus onto the locations.
Locations
identification
based on criteria

Rank by state

Rank by district

Rank by route
number

Rank by road
name and KM
post

Identify location
with highest
frequency

Prepare location
map
Figure 5 Location identification for enforcement
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2.4.1 Identify Target Time and Day
Analysing accidents by time and day helps law enforcement to concentrate on
enforcement during a specific day and periods. The period may vary between location
so analysis should be done based on the specific district and police station area.
For example, district x has the highest rate of fatality for motorcycle. Like the
identification of location, using data help determine the time for the enforcement. A
table showing the day and event of all fatal accidents in the district help provide the time
of enforcement.
To cross-tabulate the table, variables used is the day of week and hour. The condition
set as the desired district and accident severity as fatal.
Figure 6 below shows the number of fatal accident for motorcycle by day and time in a
district:

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesdy
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Figure 6 Number of fatal motorcycle accidents during specified day and hour in a district for
2006
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The graph shows that most fatal accidents happened during Friday and Saturday, which
are from 12.00 pm until 2.00 pm and from 6.00 pm to 10.00 pm. Therefore, enforcement
should focus on during those hours.

2.4.2 Identify Target Gender
Target gender identified aids in strategy building. Variable used to determine the target
gender is gender (driver, passenger and pedestrian) versus the injury type.

2.5

Evaluation

Conducting evaluation is vital to determine the success of enforcement. Evaluation is
one way of identifying what works and what doesn’t work in traffic enforcement.
Besides, evaluation can also help to determine the best policing methods to achieve
success by efficiently using the limited resources available.
Effectiveness of enforcement evaluation is in the short term and long term. In the
evaluation, certain variables need to be collected before and after the enforcement.
Table 2 below are the lists of the variables to be collected during enforcement according
to each type of enforcement:
Table 2 Data collection during enforcement activities
Type of
enforcement
Helmet wearing

Evaluation type
Helmet compliance rate

Front seatbelt
wearing

The front seatbelt
compliance rate

Rear seatbelt
wearing

The rear seatbelt
compliance rate

i.
ii.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
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Data to be collected during each
enforcement
Number of motorcyclist wearing a helmet
Total motorcyclist passed by a roadblock
Number of front passengers belted
Total number of front passenger passed
by roadblocks
Number of rear passengers belted
Total number of rear passenger passed by
roadblocks
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i.
Speeding
Double line
violation
Red light
running

Speeding violation rate
The double line
violation rate
The red light violation
rate

ii.
i.
ii.
i.
ii.

Number of vehicles summoned due to
speeding
Total number of vehicles passing by
Count of vehicles with double line
overtaking
Total vehicles passing by
Number of vehicles violate red lights
Number of vehicles passing by traffic
lights

*if the only specific type of vehicle is being targeted; the only number of the specified targeted vehicle is
collected.

Collection of these data variable is essential in providing evidence to the success or
failure of each operation. Chapter 5 of this code of practice discusses the method of
evaluation in more details. Appendix (i) and (ii) also provide a sample of data collection
form.
The following diagram outlines a sample of performance indicators and the overall flow
from traffic enforcement:
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Performance Indicators and Outcomes
Enhanced Traffic Enforcement
ACTIONS PROPOSED:
* Increase Police Visibility
* Increase Enforcement – patrols, interceptions
* Target Enforcement
Perception – Enforcement Anywhere, Anytime
RECORD PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
No. of General Operations
No. of Target Operations
No. of Checkpoints
No. of Media Warnings by Police
No. of Public Lectures
No. of Warnings
No. of Infringements

OUTPUTS - e.g.
* Increased Helmet Wearing
* Increased Seat Belt Wearing
* Reduced Speeding
% of Drivers Complying with
Legislation
* Public Attitude Surveys
(Changed Attitude to Speeding)

OUTCOME
Crash Reduction
% Fatality Reduction
% Injury Reduction

* Amendments to Legislation

MEASURE and RECORD:
Crashes – seat belt wearing/non-wearing
Crash Severity
Hours of Police Operation
No. of Police on Enhanced Enforcement Activity
Reciprocal Arrangements Between Districts

DETRACTORS:
Vehicles Increase Over Time
Drivers Increase Over Time
Other Police Issues are Given Priority
e.g Public Order, Crime Control
VIP Escorts, Non Road Safety Matters

Figure 7 Performance indicators and outcomes of enhanced traffic enforcement

2.6

Planning Strategies and Tactics

Strategies mean nothing if carried out ineffectively. It means that any strategy must be
accompanied by proper management, performance measures and continuous
evaluation to determine success. Strategies and tactics must be formulated thoroughly
to ensure the success of any enforcement operations.
There are a few methods in establishing strategy and tactics for enforcement. Strategies
and tactics vary between the types of enforcement carried out. Table 3 below describes
some of the strategies and tactics available that can be implemented along with
roadblocks procedure:
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Table 3 Example of focus for each type of strategy
Strategy/tactics

General
deterrence

Specific
deterrence

Voluntary
compliance

Community
policing

Increase visibility

Team policing

Focus
i.
Advertise road safety-related risks through the use of banners and
billboards at public locations
ii. Visibility and awareness of active police enforcement daily
iii. For example, displaying signs during roadblock with road safety
messages, commercials airing road safety messages in television
and radios
i.
Direct impact or penalty upon individuals such as fines, loss of
demerit points or loss of license
ii. Effective for drivers/riders who don’t respond to education and
general deterrence
i.
Community-level of road safety awareness
ii. Involve community-level programs such as community-based
programs, community talks, imam reciting local road safety issues
in mosques
i.
Actively demonstrate police leadership
ii. Engaging the community to gain support
iii. Using local role models, prominent citizens, sporting heroes,
religious leaders to deliver the message
iv. Developing community surveys to determine community opinions
v. Deploying many enforcement officers/vehicles in the one locations
vi. Team policing
vii. Saturation policing and publicity about operations and activities
viii. Conducting operations at the most critical times
ix. Use of flashing blue/red emergency lights when undertaking
interceptions or operation to draw attention to the police
operations
i.
Combining limited police resources into effective operational
teams
ii. Enforcement vehicles or officers working in groups create a more
lasting impression and multiply the visual effect
iii. May consist of a combination of foot and mobile units or mixed of
marked and unmarked (covert) patrol vehicles
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Strategy listed above can act as a complement to the road user issues and problems as
identified earlier. Also, earlier findings summarised into a table for easy planning and
deployment. Consider the following table. Table 4 provides a sample of strategy that can
be produced based on the available resources and findings earlier:Table 4 Sample table of tasking and strategy based on collected information
Patrol
units
3 patrol
cars – 6
persons
1 patrol
car
Foot
patrols –
4
officers

2 patrol
teams

2.7

Problem
identified

Target
activity

Schedule

Duration

Area/
location

Speed
related
crashes

Speeding
drivers

0600-1000
hours
Mon/Tues

Every
week for
6 weeks

E0001
KM214-267

F0001
Section 102105

Lower
speeds.
Reduced
risk to
pedestrians

A0005
KM13-15

Safer travel
less
crashes.
Safer for
other road
users

Children at
risk at
school
crossing

Speeding
drivers

0800-0900
school days

Every
day for
one
week
then
repeated
monthly

Heavy
vehicle
safety

Excess
loads.
Safety
speeding

Night time
- weekends
1800/2400
hours

Fri/Sat
night for
four
weeks

Anticipated
outcome
Lower
speeds.
Fewer
crashes

Summary

All traffic police officers must enhance their skill, knowledge and experience to provide
a positive impact on decreasing road accidents. By providing a focus on Evidence-Based
Enforcement, significant progress is possible towards providing safer roads and safer
community.
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Modern policing is evidence-based and outcome-focused. Every enforcement strategy
or operation must be intelligence-led, i.e. based on sound evidence. Therefore, a
compilation of accident data available must focus on creating a strategy for
enforcement. In achieving this, accurate and comprehensive accident data must be
centrally collected, collated and analysed so that timely information must provide the
head and traffic patrol officers to ensure their policing and enforcement activities must
direct towards reducing crashes and crash severity in the future.
It is imperative to continue and adopt a more structured approach to road safety and
road accident reduction through effective and efficient law enforcement planning and
strategies.
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3.

MIROS Road Accident Analysis and Database System
(M-ROADS)

3.1

Introduction

Every year, there are more than 300,000 road accidents occurred on the Malaysian
roads. The traffic police of the Royal Malaysian Police (RMP) has been collecting data
ever since, for every single accident, where there are a total of 91 attributes to collect
for each case. Over the years, there is an abundance of road traffic accident data
available for analysis. As part of Malaysia’s Road Safety Plan 2006-2010 strategy, MIROS
has undertaken the task of developing an application called MIROS Road Accident
Analysis and Database System (M-ROADS) to manage and analyse road accident data.
M-ROADS developed to serve as an interface application to the centralised accident
database system where the national road accident data are stored. The main objective
of the application is to provide road safety stakeholders with accurate, continuous and
comprehensive information on road traffic accidents. Part of the application is a
database system where all the 91 variables collected in every single accident are
structured and stored. Structured data aids in the analysing process, thus providing
better information presentation. Aside from the database system, M-ROADS is also
capable of handling record management, cross-tabulation, accident location ranking and
report production. The application is available to be obtained from MIROS.
The advantage of using M-ROADS is the flexibility in querying accident data. Results
specified to the specific requirement needs is by setting the conditions accordingly.
Setting the condition’s function helps to build the case for Evidence-Based Enforcement
while M-ROADS’ location ranking function help to identify the location where
enforcement must concentrate.
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3.2

M-ROADS Installation

M-ROADS installation is in computers running Windows XP or higher version with a
minimum requirement of 25MB free disk space. M-ROADS is a client-server architecture;
thus, it requires an always-on internet connection to connect to the centralised road
accident database server.
M-ROADS installation is through these 5 simple steps:

STE
P1

From the CD >> double click on MIROS Road Accident Analysis and Database
System.msi >> Click Next

STE
P2

Choose where to install and click Next
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STE
P3

Click Next to start the install

STE
P4

Wait for installation to complete and click Next

STE
P5

Read the info and click Close
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When the installation completes’ window appears, M-ROADS has been successfully
installed on the computer. To launch the application, double click on the M-ROADS icon
on the desktop.

3.3

M-ROADS Overview

Once the application launches, the login page appears requesting credentials to access
the application.
User name (as
provided by MIROS)

Click Login to access
the application

Database server IP address
(default is MIROS IP address)

Click Clear to clear the server
and the credential fields

Figure 8 M-ROADS login window
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Password (as
provided by MIROS)

Click Exit to exit the
application
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After a successful login, the main menu page appears. The main menu has File, Analysis,
Map and Help menu.

Figure 9 M-ROADS main menu

Table 5 below provides the summary of menu items:
Table 5 List of items in MROADS menu
File
Record

Database
User
Convert item to

Road accident record management module with the function of adding a
new record, edit an existing record, delete record, view record and load the
road accident sketch diagram
Database management module where a database can be added or
removed
User management module where user can be added based on database
privilege or removed
Convert to data figures on display to graph or to Microsoft Excel
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Change user
Convert data

Print preview
Print
Exit
Analysis
Crosstabulation
Ranking

Map
Google map

Help
About

3.4

Change the current user
Converting data from text files into M-ROADS database either from
Computerized Accident Reporting System (CARS), Traffic Road Accident
Package (TRAP) or Computerized Accident Analysis System (CAAS)
Print preview of the item
Print the item
Exit M-ROADS

Display the distribution of two accident record variables simultaneously
with the option of setting conditions based on the user needs
Rank location either by district, route number, exact location or coordinate
with the option of setting conditions based on the user needs

Displays the location either by street address, district, state or coordinate
by using Google Maps

Description of M-ROADS and the version number

Target Group Identification

The first step in evidence-based enforcement is to identify critical road safety issues. It
is by looking at the overall view of road accidents in Malaysia by analysing road accident
data, by using M-ROADS as follows:
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STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Cross-tabulation

STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata year>>
Casualty/Vehicle figure >> OK

STE
P3

Select Criteria >> All Road User >>Select Injury >> Select Veh_type >> Process
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STE
P4

Result

The output results list down the number of casualties by road user category. From the
list, we can identify which user group has the highest risk of road accidents. In the
example, motorcycles have the highest number of fatality, which is 57% of the overall
fatality. Therefore, based on the evidence provided, enforcement should be focused on
motorcyclist to get the highest reduction in the number of fatality and accidents.

3.5

Identify Specific Problem for Each Road User

Once there is the identification of the target group, the next task is to determine the
causes of road accidents and the type of enforcements that are suitable to be carried
out. In the previous section, the identification of motorcycles as the target group with
the highest potential in reducing the number of accident and fatality. Therefore,
extensive analysis related to motorcycle accidents is to identify a specific problem for
motorcycles. Aside from motorcycle, there should be no neglect of other road users that
also have a high risk and involvement in road accidents. However, each targeted road
user has different criteria to look at to identify the problems or issues.
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3.5.1 Motorcycle
For motorcycle, there are two types of variables from POL.27 form that we can look at
to identify the problem and issue with this road user type. The two related variables are
part of body injured and collision type. Analyses use these two variables to identify the
impact and causes of motorcycle accidents.

3.5.1.1 Part of Body Injured
The analysis identifies the part of the body injured that is most vulnerable to
motorcyclists. The steps in M-ROADS are as follows:

STE
P1

From Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> All Road User >>Select
Injury >> Select Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Set Condition

STE
P2
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Set Condition by >> Driver/Vehicle >> Veh_Type >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Select Value >> Motorbike > 250cc >> Set Value >> Motorbike < 251cc >> Set
Value >> OK

STE
P3

Cross-Tabulation Analysis >> Process

STE
P4

Results

From the result, head injury shows the highest number contributing to casualty among
motorcyclist. Specific enforcement related to head injury for the motorcyclist is helmet
enforcement.

3.5.1.2 Collision Type
Collision type is another type of analysis to determine the causes of motorcycle
accidents. The analysis is as follows:
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STE
P1

Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> All Road User >> Injury >>
Collision Type >> Set Condition

STE
P2

Driver/Vehicle >> Veh_Type >> OR (set 1) >> Motorbike > 250 cc >> Set Value
>> Motorbike < 251 cc >> Set Value >> OK

STE
P3

Cross-Tabulation Analysis >> Process
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STE
P4

Result

The result reveals that motorcyclists are mostly involved in side-collision followed by
side swipe during accidents. Perhaps the visibility of motorcyclist should be increased to
help in reducing these types of collision. Also, motorcycle enforcement should be stress
on the offence of weaving.

3.5.2 Private Passenger Vehicle
Private passenger vehicle includes car, rented car, van, taxi and 4-wheel-drive. An
analysis of collision-type determines the proper enforcement for this group. Below are
the steps to complete collision type analysis for private passenger vehicle using MROADS:

STE
P1

Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> General >> Injury >> Collision
Type >> Set Condition
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STE
P2

Set Condition by>> All Road User >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Motokar/Wagon >> Set Value >> Van >> Set Value >> Taxi >> Set Value >> 4
Wheel Drive >> Set Value >> Rented Car >> Set Value >> OK

STE
P3

Result

From the result, out of control shows the highest causes for fatality while side collision
for overall accidents. Speeding offences occurring on straight or curved road geometry
is the assumed cause of out-of-control crashes. Therefore, in determining the location
ranking in the later section, these factors should be considered in inside the set condition
function to get an accurate location.
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3.5.3 Pedestrian
For pedestrians user group, the analysis looks for the location where pedestrian
accidents usually occur. These include pedestrian location and area type.

3.5.3.1 Pedestrian Location
One aspect looked at for pedestrian issues is by examining the location where pedestrian
accidents usually occurred. The analysis follows the steps below:

STE
P1

Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> Pedestrian >> Injury >>
Pedestrian Location >> Process

STE
P2

Result
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The result shows that most pedestrian fatality and accidents occurred in the middle of
the road. Enforcement must stress on crossing using the cross facility or add more
crossing facility in the specific location that is identified in the location ranking later.

3.5.3.2 Area Type
Analysis of area type is to determine places that are vulnerable to pedestrians. The steps
to determine area type are as follows:

STE
P1

Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> Pedestrian >> Injury >> General
>> Area_Type >> Process

STE
P2

Result

Based on the analysis, the result shows that most specified pedestrian fatality and
accidents occurred in the residential area. Perhaps pedestrian in a residential area
should be focused on to reduce pedestrian accidents.
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3.5.4 Commercial Vehicle
A commercial vehicle includes all types of bus and lorry. For busses, it can be further
specified as an express bus, stage bus, factory bus, school bus, tour bus or mini but. On
the other hand, lorry is broken up into smaller categories, namely trailer, medium lorry
and a small lorry.

STE
P1

Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> Accident_Severity >>
Collision_Type >> Set Condition

STE
P2

Set Condition by>> Driver/Vehicle >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >> Express Bus>>
Set Value >> Transit Bus >> Set Value >> Factory Bus >> Set Value >> Mini Bus
>> Set Value >> Tour Bus>> Set Value >> School Bus >> Set Value >>OK
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STE
P3

Click Process

STE
P4

Results

Based on the collision type analysis, we can see that most busses are involved in rearend collision. However, by knowing rear-end collision alone might not be enough to
determine the proper enforcement. Therefore, we can further investigate the causes of
rear-end collision among busses by analysing the driver errors leading to rear-end
collision. Below are the steps to perform the analysis:
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STE
P1

Main Menu >> Analysis >> Crosstabulation >> Accident_Severity >>
Driver_Errors >> Set Condition

STE
P2

Set Condition by>> General >> Collision_Type >> Operator >> AND >> Rear End
>> Set Value >> Set Condition by >> Driver/Vehicle >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Express Bus>> Set Value >> Transit Bus >> Set Value >> Factory Bus >> Set
Value >> Mini Bus >> Set Value >> Tour Bus>> Set Value >> School Bus >> Set
Value >>OK
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STE
P3

Results

Based on the result, the driver error of driving too close is the main factor for rear-end
collision. Enforcement should focus on bus drivers who tailgate the vehicle upfront and
providing them with the advocacy on the dangers of that behaviour.

3.6

Identify Target Location

The analysis of four types of location ranking is through M-ROADS. They are the district
ranking, route number ranking, location ranking and coordinate ranking. The scope of
the location for ranking analysis can be as big as the whole country or within a particular
state, a particular district or even as small as within the individual police station
jurisdiction. Each type of location ranking can be set to the criteria, as previously
indicated.
For district, route number and coordinate ranking, the user can set the weighting for
each type of accident severity. Once the number of accidents is arranged according to
severity, each location can calculate its score. The standard currently being used is 6
points for a fatal accident, 4 points for a serious injury accident, 2 points for slight injury
accident and 1 point for damage only accident.
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Figure 10 Weighting setting for location ranking

For example, district A has 10 fatal accidents, 3 serious accidents, 0 slight accident and
45 damage only accidents. On the other hand, district B has 8 fatal accidents, 4 serious
accidents, 1 slight injury accidents and 35 damage only accidents. Table 6 below provides
the sample calculation:
Table 6 Sample calculation for weighting scoring in district A and district B
Accident type/
Calculation
Fatal
Serious
Slight
Damage only
Total

District A
No. of
accidents
10
3
0
45

District B

Weighting

Score

6
4
2
1

60
12
0
45

No. of
accidents
13
4
1
27

117

45

58

Weighting

Score

6
4
2
1

78
16
2
27
123

Based on the calculation in the table above, prioritisation is given to district B since it
has the highest score although the overall number of accidents in district B is lesser than
district A. This is because district B has more severe accidents occurred than district A.
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Based on the target group and problem identification done earlier, the main issues are
as follows:
•
•

The motorcyclist identified as the highest in terms of fatality and accidents in
Malaysia
The specific problem found within motorcyclist is the head injury

Hence, these criteria are specified in the set condition function in M-ROADS, thus
enabling the application to provide accurate black-spot locations.

3.6.1 District Ranking
By using this information, location identification can be made by first ranking up the
districts in Malaysia according to the target group, and specific problem found. It runs
M-ROADS in the following steps:

STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Ranking
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STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata2006 >> OK

STE
P3

Rank by >> District >> Set Condition
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STE
P4

Set Condition by>> All Road User >> Veh_Type >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Motorbike > 250 cc >> Set Value >> Motorbike < 251 cc >> Set Value >>
Operator >> AND >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Head >> Set Value >> OK

STE
P5

Result

From the result, districts with high scores indicate problematic districts in terms of
motorcycle accidents with a head injury. Therefore, enforcement should be focused on
these districts to reduce the casualty among motorcyclist. The determination of a more
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specific location is by performing the route number ranking analysis as described in the
next section.

3.6.2 Route Number Ranking
The ranking of route number is to determine the risky route based on particular
condition to match the specific requirement. In the previous section, motorcyclists with
head injuries are determined as the issue with Melaka Tengah as the problematic
district. Below are the steps to perform the analysis by using M-ROADS to identify the
routes:

STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Ranking

STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata2006 >> OK
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STE
P2

Rank by >> Route No >> Set Condition

STE
P3

Set Condition by>> All Road User >> Veh_Type >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Motorbike > 250 cc >> Set Value >> Motorbike < 251 cc >> Set Value >>
Operator >> AND >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Head >> Set Value >> Set
Condition by >>General >> District Code >> Please Select State >> Melaka >>
Operator >> AND >> Melaka Tengah >> Set Value >> OK
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STE
P4

Process

STE
P5

Result

The result shows a list of route numbers with the frequency of each type of accident
severity and each route’s overall score. The overall score is the calculation of the
particular route based on the accident severity and the weighting set earlier.
Prioritisation on choosing the place for enforcement should be on the route with the
highest score. However, there might be a route that the stretch is too long, and it is
difficult to determine where the route enforcement should be. Therefore, another
analysis (location ranking) needs to perform to get the exact location with the kilometre
post or landmark description. Steps on how to perform the analysis are in the next
section.
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3.6.3 Location Ranking
Location ranking can be useful when there is the identification of specific district, and
specific issues/problems. It is due to the size of the result might be too big, thus making
the process of finding the exact location is a bit difficult. As identified in the previous
sections, motorcyclists are the issue, and the specific problem is a head injury. Below are
the steps to perform location ranking:

STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Ranking

STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata2006 >> OK
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STE
P3

Rank by >> Location >> State >> Melaka >> District >> Melaka Tengah >> Set
Condition

STE
P4

Set Condition by >> All Road User >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Operator >>
AND >> Head >> Set Value >> Veh_Type >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Motorbike > 250 cc >> Set Value >> Motorbike < 251 cc >> Set Value >>OK
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STE
P5

Process

STE
P6

Results

3.6.4 Coordinate Ranking
Another method to identify the location for evidence-based enforcement is by analysing
the coordinate number. The coordinate analysis reveals the exact spot where accidents
usually occur based on its severity. However, since it is an exact spot, a few meters away
from the spot would be considered and counted as a different spot since the output
result is in coordinates, it is hard to find the location that is near each other or even if it
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is on the same road. Therefore, coordinate ranking analysis is more informative and
efficient if the coordinates are in map format.
Additional tools such as Google Maps (www.maps.google.com) can complement the
coordinate ranking analysis since Google Maps offers mapping through coordinates.
Therefore, to enhance coordinate ranking analysis, M-ROADS has incorporated Google
Maps into its application where the result of the coordinate ranking can be shown in the
map via Google Maps, provided that internet connection is available. However, the map
shows only one location at each time; therefore, the user needs to plot it on a separate
map manually one by one to get the whole location. Work to automate the process is
still underway and included in M-ROADS as soon as it becomes available. Below are the
steps to perform coordinate ranking using M-ROADS:

STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Ranking

STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata2006 >> OK
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STE
P3

Rank by >> Coordinate >> Set Condition

STE
P4

Set Condition by >> General >> District_Code >> Melaka >> Melaka Tengah >>
Operator >> AND >> All Road User >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Operator >>
AND >> Head >> Set Value >> Veh_Type >> Operator >> OR (set 1) >>
Motorbike > 250 cc >> Set Value >> Motorbike < 251 cc >> Set Value >>OK
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STE
P5

Rank by >> Location >> State >> Melaka >> District >> Melaka Tengah >> Set
Condition

STE
P6

Result >> Click on the coordinate number

STE
P7

Location map
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From the map, there is a location for each specific accident. The mapping process
repeats from step 5 for the identification of each accident in a separate map. Gradually,
the separate maps are dotted, and the area which has the most concentrated dots is the
black-spot.

3.7

Identifying Target Time/Day

Further analysis of evidence-based enforcement is to identify the time and day when
the accidents/casualties usually occur. By having specific time and day, managing
resources for the enforcement is more efficient.
Conditions that is set for this example based on the previous analysis, and they are:
•
•
•
•

Vehicle type: Motorcycle
Part of body injured: Head
State/District: Melaka/Melaka Tengah
Route Number: F0005

3.7.1 Target Time
Based on the issues identified earlier, a suitable time for enforcement follows these
steps in M-ROADS:

STE
P1
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From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Cross-tabulation

STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata year >>
Casualty/Vehicle figure >> OK

STE
P3

All Road User >> Injury >> General >> Hour >> Set Condition
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STE
P4

General >> District Code >> Melaka >> AND >> Melaka Tengah >> Set Value
General >> Route_No >> AND >> F005 >> Set Value
All Road User >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Head >> Set Value
All Road User >> Veh_Type >> OR (set 1) >> Motorbike > 250cc >> Set Value >>
Motorbike < 251cc >> Set Value
OK

STE
P5

Process
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STE
P6

Result

The result shows the number of casualties based on 2 hour time period. In the example,
most of the fatalities occurred from 0000 hours to 0400 hours, based on the condition
set earlier. Therefore, enforcement should be stressed-on during these hours to get the
highest impact.

3.7.2 Target Day
Determining the target day for enforcement using M-ROADS is quite similar to the
previous. The steps are:

STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Cross-tabulation
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STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata year >>
Casualty/Vehicle figure >> OK

STE
P3

All Road User >> Injury >> General >> Day_Of_Week >> Set Condition
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STE
P4

General >> District Code >> Melaka >> AND >> Melaka Tengah >> Set Value
General >> Route_No >> AND >> F005 >> Set Value
All Road User >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Head >> Set Value
All Road User >> Veh_Type >> OR (set 1) >> Motorbike > 250cc >> Set Value >>
Motorbike < 251cc >> Set Value
OK

STE
P5

Process
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STE
P6

Result

The result shows the number of casualties based on the day of the week. In the example,
most of the fatalities occurred on Sunday, based on the condition set earlier. Therefore,
enforcement should be stressed-on during Sunday, to get the most significant impact.

3.8

Target Gender

The performance of further detailed analysis identifies the gender of victims involved in
accidents. Consider the previous case study on motorcycle helmet:
•
•
•
•

Vehicle type: Motorcycle
Part of body injured: Head
State/District: Melaka/Melaka Tengah
Route Number: F0005

Analysis of gender through M-ROADS in the following steps:
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STE
P1

From the Main Menu >> Click on Analysis >> Cross-tabulation

STE
P2

Select database to use >> (choose database) accidentdata year >>
Casualty/Vehicle figure >> OK

STE
P3

All Road User >> Injury >> Sex >> Set Condition
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STE
P4

General >> District Code >> Melaka >> AND >> Melaka Tengah >> Set Value
General >> Route_No >> AND >> F005 >> Set Value
All Road User >> Part_Of_Body_Injured >> Head >> Set Value
All Road User >> Veh_Type >> OR (set 1) >> Motorbike > 250cc >> Set Value >>
Motorbike < 251cc >> Set Value
OK

STE
P5

Process
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STE
P6

Result

The result shows that male has the highest number of casualty based on the condition
specified. Target gender aids in enforcement in the strategy building and suggesting that
more advocacy and emphasis is on male rider and pillion.
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4.

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)

4.1

Introduction

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) is vital for traffic enforcement officers to
understand to execute traffic enforcement effectively. The most common operation
method used in traffic policing is safe checkpoint or roadblock. Roadblock operations
are an efficient means of traffic enforcement by creating a highly visible police presence,
and it is also an efficient way of apprehending offenders. Hence, the chapter focuses
more on the SOP of traffic policing by conducting roadblock.
There are five critical elements in roadblock operations as describe in Figure 11:

Figure 11 Roadblock operation management
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Each of the elements plays a significant role in determining the success of the operation.
The result would produce a standardise operation for traffic enforcement throughout
the country, and this help in conducting better and efficient enforcement. The ultimate
target is the reduction in the number of accidents and casualties.

4.2

Strategy Building from Identified Problems

Most intelligence to assist the evidence-based traffic enforcement comes from the
accident data (POL.27) collected by the traffic police. Chapter 2 of this manual has shown
the relevant data to look for, and chapter 3 provides the step-to-step guide on how to
obtain the intelligence by using MIROS Road Accident Analysis and Database System (MROADS). Intelligence-led enforcement is the key to the success of new traffic
enforcement operations.
Before traffic enforcement begins, relevant information to be obtained includes:
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Exact location
Exact time
Exact day
Road user type
Targeted offences
Fatalities, injuries, non-injuries

By using the road accident data available, there is the identification of the main problem,
and the goal set. Goals are essential as it motivates and set the direction for the traffic
enforcement officers in the field on what to achieve. Channelling resources into a
particular focus would also help to achieve quicker and better results.

4.3

Personnel

Personnel is one of the main factors contributing to the success of traffic enforcement.
Enforcement leaders and supervisors are responsible for ensuring the use of limited
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enforcement personnel in the best possible way. Likewise, enforcement personnel have
a responsibility to ensure the use of their time in the best way possible.
Tasking, directed enforcement and operations are proven methods to focus
enforcement effort, maximise efficiencies and achieve positive results from limited
workforce and resources. By having a clear task and direction in enforcement, even with
a limited workforce, it produces a better result than a large number of enforcement
officers without a specific purpose. Therefore, in conducting roadblock, tasking and
specific designations are desirable to have. The specific designation includes:
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii
ix

Commanding officer
Coordinator officer
Roadblock head
Stopping officer
Spotter
Inspector
Documentation officer
Observer
Safety officer

4.3.1 Commanding Officer
Tasks for commanding officers are:
i
ii

iii
iv

Responsible for the overall direction and order of roadblocks.
Ensuring deployment orders is prepared for every roadblock planned. Orders
must be written for ad hoc roadblock. The distribution of these documents is to
all roadblocks head and each of the operation rooms involved.
Retrieval of used deployment and the destruction of written orders; and
Ensuring all personnel involved obey to the rules and regulations
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4.3.2 Coordinating Officer
Tasks for coordinating officer are:
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii

Responsible for the commanding officer
Help the commanding officer in the execution and order of the roadblock
Briefing on their specific duty to all officers involved
Ensuring all roadblock personnel perform their duty by the law and with
integrity
Ensuring the attendance of all personnel involved in the roadblock during the
briefing
Checking the pocketbook and pocket money of personnel before roadblock
execution
Ensuring equipment is sufficient and in good order; and
Conducting debriefing after the roadblock and checking back the pocketbook
and pocket money of the personnel

4.3.3 Roadblock Head
Tasks for roadblock head are:
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii

Responsible for the direction and order of the roadblock personnel
Conducting duty briefing, pocketbook and pocket money checking, if
coordinating officer is not present
Ensuring enough personnel to perform roadblock and duty as assigned in the
briefing
Ensuring personnel is well equipped with weapons and ammunition as approved
and other relevant equipment
Manage and monitor the roadblock throughout the operation
Ensuring the date of fines and the date to be present to the court is written in
the summons
Ensuring all summonses are recorded in the system
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viii
ix
x

Responsible for getting the help from the main office, if needed, to escort
criminal suspect comprehend during the roadblock
Ensuring the attendance of all personnel for the debriefing and
Always showing ethical values and integrity

4.3.4 Stopping Officer
Tasks for stopping officer are:
i
ii
iii
iv

Stand 100 meters from the sign ‘CAUTION POLICE INSPECTION’ and 200 meters
from the sign ‘STOP POLICE INSPECTION’.
Responsible for slowing down the vehicle by waving flag/baton and blowing the
whistle
Acting as the observer/spotter to the safety of the personnel at the ‘STOP
POLICE INSPECTION’ sign; and
Always showing ethical values and integrity

4.3.5 Spotter
Tasks for spotter are:
i
ii
iii
iv
v

Stand next to the ‘STOP POLICE INSPECTION’ sign
Responsible for stopping the vehicle at the roadblock
Together with the roadblock head in determining whether the vehicle needs to
stop for inspection or not
Directing the vehicle to be inspected to stop at the inspection point and turn off
the engine; and
Always showing ethical values and integrity

4.3.6 Inspector
Tasks for inspector are:
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i
ii
iii
iv

Responsible for inspecting the vehicle and its occupant
When one inspector is performing the inspection, the other inspector need to
observe and take caution
Collect the identity card and driving license should there is/are a violation of
traffic law and handed the documents to the documentation personnel
Always showing ethical values and integrity

4.3.7 Documentation Officer
Tasks for documentation officer are:
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Responsible for issuing summons. The party need to be informed of the
violation.
Responsible for checking for criminal records and traffic summons
Responsible for acknowledging the roadblock head for further action should the
inspected vehicle occupant is in the wanted list
Responsible for producing operation statistics
Document all the duty in the roadblock in the logbook
Always showing ethical values and integrity

4.3.8 Observer
Tasks for the observer are:
i
ii
iii
iv
v

Need to be 50 meters from the inspection point
Responsible for the safety of the roadblock personnel
Act to intercept vehicle or occupants who refuse to stop at the inspection point
without endangering self, other personnel or other civilians.
Jot down the registration number for the vehicle that fails to stop for further
action; and
Always showing ethical values and integrity
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4.3.9 Safety Officer
Tasks for safety officer are:
i
ii
iii
iv

Ensuring the overall safety of the roadblock
Ensuring all personnel on duty at the roadblock to wear reflective vests or
jackets both for daytime and nighttime operations
Ensuring marked police vehicles with red/blue lights flashing to maximise
visibility
Other designated personnel may also be appointed to be as a safety officer

Having designated personnel based on the specified job scope help ensure the smooth
flow of the roadblock. Also, by understanding the job scope of each personnel, the
workforce could be fully utilised, thus preventing from having any other person being
idle at the roadblock.

4.4

Equipment

Aside from human resource, equipment also plays an essential role in ensuring the
smooth and successfulness of roadblock enforcement. Therefore, it is crucial to ensure
that all equipment is in good order and sufficient for each roadblock enforcement.
Standard equipment needed in roadblock operation are:
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii

Signboard (measuring 3’ x 6’) with frame (5’ x 4’3”) with the word “Caution:
Police Inspection.”
Signboard (measuring 3’ x 6’) with frame (5’ x 4’3”) with the word “Stop: Police
Inspection.”
Signboards with the word “Slow down to 80 km/h, 60 km/h and 40 km/h.”
Blinking blue/amber light
Cones – with accordance to road condition. For night time roadblock, a “Protect
A-Light” lamp affixed to the top of each cone
A red light baton for night roadblock while red flag for daytime
Luminous vest, whistle, white gloves or luminous gloves (for night checkpoints)
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viii
ix
x
xi
xii
xiii
xiv
xv
xvi
xvii

Blue Protect A-Light lamp
Torchlight (for nigh roadblock)
Raincoat
A communication device (walkie-talkie/spectrum set)
Summon book
Handcuffs, handgun and ammunition
Chair/table/umbrella (with accordance to the location)
Laser Digital Camera for speed enforcement
Photocell Light Illuminator for tinted screen
Alcohol testing device (VAS II) for ‘driving under the influence.’

Also, additional relevant equipment can be brought based on relevance and needs.

4.5

Roadblock Procedures

Operating procedures before the roadblock itself is a critical aspect. The process of
intercepting moving vehicles in the flow of traffic for specific enforcement is an action
requiring the utmost attention to planning and risk assessment. Planning for the day
itself includes briefing, location identification, deployment and interaction with vehicle
occupants.

4.5.1 Briefing
The commanding officer or coordinator officer should brief on roadblock work before
any roadblock. In the briefing, the highlighting of issues include:
i
ii
iii
iv
v

Duration of work and the roadblock
Personnel involved in the roadblock including the scope and role of each
personnel
The objective of the roadblock and the expected outcome
Summon and hearing dates in court
Latest information on crimes and wanted people; and
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vi

Emphasise on work to be carried out with integrity, trustworthy and responsible.

4.5.2 Location Identification
Location on where the roadblock should base on the evidence as described in chapter 2
of the working concept of evidence-based enforcement and chapter 3 of MIROS Road
Accident Analysis and Database System (M-ROADS). However, the location given by the
evidence is not necessarily a suitable location for roadblock enforcement. Location for
roadblock should not endanger the road user and the roadblock personnel. Therefore,
these are the location where roadblock enforcement is suitable:
i

ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii

Straight and flat road, without interfering the view and eyesight for at least 300
meters, that affords the approaching traffic time and visibility in which to adjust
their driving to cope with their presence at the site safely;
Not too near to bridge, junction, entrance to school or hospital, or road towards
a busy location
Bright- or well-lit area, especially at night. Sun glare for drivers approaching the
site should also be a consideration (the sun changes its position during the day)
Location with a wide shoulder or wide road that does not interfere with traffic
Location with communication coverage
Consider the use of natural barriers where traffic is calm, e.g. toll gates and
similar locations
A location where there are no avenues for the drives to avoid going through the
roadblock by unlawfully doing a “U” turn, driving on the footpath, turning left
or right before the interception or changing drivers before being checked.

Besides, it should consider moving the site to a variety of location during the roadblock
to maximise the visibility of enforcement presence. Also, be conscious that drivers/riders
adopt many means of avoiding roadblocks, often by warning other motorist or riders.
For example, approaching drivers/riders warned by the other drivers passing by the
roadblock might only wear a helmet on motorcycles only for passing the roadblock or
wearing a seatbelt only at the roadblock or even abandoning their vehicle before the
roadblock. Therefore, a “spotter” enforcement vehicle and officer on the approach side
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of the roadblock is frequently very beneficial, or in some cases essential to observe and
intercept these drivers/riders trying to avoid detection.

4.5.3 Deployment
A roadblock may be on a two-way road, one-way road with two lanes or a one-way road
with three lanes. There are two procedures to build roadblock, one is for speeding, and
the other is for a general roadblock.

4.5.3.1 Speeding Roadblock
In building a speeding roadblock, below are the steps to follow:
i
ii
iii
iv

v

vi
vii

STEP 1:- Warning signage “SLOW DOWN YOUR VEHICLE TO 80 KM/H” need to
be put at 1 KM before the static police/JPJ vehicle to warn drivers;
STEP 2:- Warning signage “SLOW DOWN YOUR VEHICLE TO 60 KM/H” need to
be put at 600 meters before the static police/JPJ vehicle to warn drivers;
STEP 3:- Warning signage “SLOW DOWN YOUR VEHICLE TO 40 KM/H” need to
be put at 300 meters before the static police/JPJ vehicle to warn drivers;
STEP 4:- Police/JPJ vehicle with beacon light/bar light switched on parked at the
road shoulder or emergency lane at 200 meters before the warning signage
“CAUTION, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION” to warn the drivers;
STEP 5:- Traffic personnel start to slow down vehicle with red flags (day time) or
red light baton (night time) while blowing a whistle. The personnel placement is
100 meters before the static enforcement vehicle and 100 meters from the
signage “CAUTION, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION”. The traffic personnel acts as the
second reminder to the driver of the approaching roadblock;
STEP 6:- Put on a warning signage “CAUTION, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION” with
blinking red or amber light; and
STEP 7:- Put on a warning signage “STOP, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION” with blinking
red or amber light. Additionally, cones installed with blue protect a-light lamp
arranged before the warning signage.
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Please refer to attachment A, B and C for guide and further details.

4.5.3.2 General Roadblock
Below are the steps to follow in conducting roadblock other than speeding:
i
ii

iii

STEP 1:- Warning signage “CAUTION, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION” with blinking blue
light 300 meters from the inspection point;
STEP 2:- Traffic personnel start to slow down vehicle with red flags (day time) or
red light baton (night time) while blowing a whistle. The personnel placement is
100 meters before the static enforcement vehicle and 100 meters from the
signage “CAUTION, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION”. The traffic personnel act as the
second reminder to the driver of the approaching roadblock; and
STEP 3:- Put on a warning signage “STOP, POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION” with blinking
red or amber light. Also, cones installed with blue protect a-light lamp arranged
before the warning signage.

4.5.4 Interaction with Vehicle Occupant
During the roadblock inspection, most of the times, the traffic enforcement personnel
need to interact with the vehicle occupant. Maintaining professionalism and integrity
should be the top priority of every traffic enforcement personnel. Therefore, when
interacting with the vehicle occupant, always pay attention to these criteria:
i
ii

iii
iv
v
vi

Always be courteous and maintain professionalism;
Provide a pleasant introduction, greeting or salutation (no matter what the
offence, how dangerous the offence or whether the driver is rude or
inconsiderate;
Inform the driver of the offence or observation;
Check if the driver aware of the publicity;
Check if the driver aware of the legislation;
Ask for an explanation from the driver on why he/she did the offence. Record
the explanation for further action;
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vii
viii
ix
x
xi

Ask the driver to sign the infringement if required;
Briefly explain safety factors;
Thank the driver for their cooperation;
Ensure both driver and passenger have their seat belt fastened when leaving the
scene; and
If there is a denial by the drive on any point, record the denial. Always be polite
because there is no need to argue or be discourteous.

Most importantly, never argue with the driver or passenger. The police/JPJ role is to
achieve road safety through education and law enforcement. Always ensure that the
enforcement officer is always in control of the conversation and the situation.

4.6

Performance Evaluation and Observation

A most significant role for the traffic enforcement officer is the recording of detailed
observation and all critical detail. Accurate note-taking is critical because of the high
number of traffic interceptions performed on a daily/monthly basis and the usual
difficulty of the human memory to recall any particular incident.
Additionally, detailed observation help in measuring the performance of the conduct of
a roadblock, as successful operations have good performance measures. Therefore,
evaluations need to be done for each roadblock to know the impact, thus indicating the
performance. Necessary information collected during roadblock to evaluate and
measure the performance of the roadblock conducted are:
i.

Traffic volume for the particular vehicle (based on the specific user type
identified earlier in problem identification)
ii. Number of offences for that specific offence (number of summonses given for
that specific offence and vehicle type)
Description of details on how to analyse to measure performance is in the next chapter.
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5.

Analysis

Successful operations have good performance measures. The success of an operation is
not by the most number of traffic violations issued, but more importantly, by how many
lives saved due to the enforcement interventions. One of the methods to evaluate
performance is via road user analysis. Analysis, as described below, can help to
determine the effectiveness and potential lives saved due to the enforcement.

5.1

Enforcement Analysis

The analysis depends on the types of enforcement conducted:
i
ii
iii
iv
v

Helmet compliance
Seatbelt compliance
Speeding behaviour
Double line violation
Red-light running

The above analysis provides results for short term outcome. Enforcement result should
be kept and monitored over time. Compliance rate that follows increasing trends is
favourable. The compilation of compliance can be plot for trend analysis.

5.1.1 Helmet Compliance
During enforcement: collect the number of motorcyclists who wears helmets and those
who do not
After enforcement: calculation of compliance rate
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Then, fill up the following table (Appendix A) to get a compliance rate over time. Please
note that the compliance rate does not change overnight. It takes time and continuous
efforts to educate the public.
The review of the compliance rate for each enforcement activity should be at a minimum
of once every six months. However, it is preferable to measure the compliance rate once
every three months.

5.1.2 Seatbelt Compliance
For seatbelt compliance, there are two scenarios:
For scenario A: Enforcement for front passenger (driver and front passenger)
During the enforcement, enforcement officer should collect information on:
a)
b)

Number of front passengers who belted
Total number of front passengers

For scenario B: Enforcement for rear passenger
During the enforcement, there must be a record of the following:
a)
b)

Number of rear passengers who belted in a car
Total number of rear passenger for all cars

During the enforcement, all record of data must be in a specially designed form (please
refer Appendix B1). The compliance rate for the exercise is then calculated both for both
scenarios.
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The compliance rate formula is applicable for both scenarios. Once the enforcement
activity ends, a summary form records the compliance rate for the exercise (please refer
to Appendix B2).

5.1.3 Speeding Behaviour
For speeding behaviour, it is essential to look at the percentage of cars exceed the speed
limit. Therefore, the number of cars driven exceeding the posted speed limit and the
total number of cars passing by during the enforcement activity should be counted and
recorded.

5.1.4 Double Line Violation
In double-line violation or a layman term, overtaking manoeuvre at the double-line, it is
vital to establish traffic volume for the particular stretch of road. There must be a count
of traffic volume, as well as the number of cars violating the warrant of the double line.

5.1.5 Red Light Violation
In red-light running, it is essential to establish traffic volume for the particular junction.
There must be a count for major and minor legs junction to obtain the traffic volume, as
well as the number of cars violating the red light.
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5.2

Evaluating Accident/Casualty Reduction

After gathering the statistics, the next step is to analyse and see how effective the
enforcement conducted in bringing down the number of accidents and fatalities. A
simple analysis is to measure a reduction in the number of deaths and accidents that
occur due to the respective enforcement activities.

Where ‘before’ refers to before enforcement and ‘after’ refers to after enforcement.
The best is to take one month before, and one month after carrying out the
enforcement.
If the result is positive, this implies that the enforcement activity brings impact to
society. The awareness of the enforcement activity has encouraged road users to behave
and adhere to traffic rules.
However, if the result is negative, a post mortem needs to be done to check for errors;
especially in conducting the enforcement activity itself. If the enforcement activity can
not reduce the number of accident, it does not mean that the enforcement should not
continue, but it has to be conducted more frequent and at suitable places.
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6.

Conclusion

The Code of Practice for Evidence-Based Enforcement is a comprehensive step-by-step
guide to implement intelligence-led enforcement and policing. This code explicitly
addresses road enforcement bodies, such as traffic police and JPJ, to help in determining
the specific problem and exact location on what and where to focus when doing
enforcement.
The purpose of this Code of Practice is ensuring the use of intelligence-led in executing
enforcement, as well as a well planned and execution of enforcement. The
implementation of this code of practice is essential, especially to reduce the number of
fatality and accident in Malaysia. The direct approach and the concept of
“anywhere/anytime” adopted by this Code of Practice aims for the public to know the
seriousness of road traffic offences, that road traffic offence is illegal and that if they
commit an offence, there is a high probability of being caught and prosecuted. It
achieves by constant visibility of enforcement during a strategic time and place.
Discussed in detail in this report is a standard operating procedure (SOP). The SOP serves
as a reference to the concise and objective implementation of Evidence-Based
Enforcement. The catalyst of this Code of Practise is the availability and accuracy of
accident data, and the use of the data by enforcement officers in building their strategy
for enforcement. Effective implementation of this Code of Practise is envisaged to
enhance the implementation of traffic enforcement and ultimately result in a reduced
rate of fatalities and accidents in Malaysia.
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Appendix I: Helmet Wearing Compliance Rate (Rider/Pillion)
HELMET WEARING ENFORCEMENT REPORT FORM FOR 20....
No.

Date
Enforcement
location

Number of
rider/pillion
wearing helmet
securely (A)

Total number of
rider/pillion during
the enforcement (B)

Compliance
rate (A/B x
100)

TOTAL
Front Passenger
Rear Passenger
Both Front and Rear

Appendix II: Seatbelt Compliance Rate
(Please tick on corresponding boxes)
No.

Date

Number of passenger
wearing seatbelt (A)

Enforcement location

TOTAL
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Appendix A: Pre Road Block Procedures for Two Way Street
STEP 1
Slow down to 80kmph signage is
placed at road shoulder at 1 KM
from stopping point
STEP 2
Slow down to 60kmph
signage is placed at road
shoulder at 800 M from
stopping point

STEP 3
Slow down to
40kmph
signage is
placed at road
shoulder at
600 M from
stopping point

STEP 6
Signage
“CAUTION,
POLICE/JPJ
INSPECTION”
with blinkers
lamp

STEP 7
Cones
arrangement
ROAD SHOULDER
100

400

300

300

1 KM

STEP 4
Static enforcement vehicle with
warning lights on to warn
oncoming traffic

100

metr

100

200 metre

100 metre

STEP 5
Officers waving flag/light
baton and blowing whistle to
slow down vehicles

STEP 8
“STOP POLICE/JPJ INSPECTION” signage
with blinkers lamp
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Appendix B: Pre Roadblock Procedures for One Way, Two Lanes
STEP 1
Slow down to 80kmph
signage is placed at road
shoulder at 1 KM from
stopping point

STEP 3
Slow down to 40kmph
signage is placed at road
shoulder at 600 M from
stopping point

STEP 2
Slow down to 60kmph signage is
placed at road shoulder at 800
M from stopping point

STEP 4
Static enforcement
vehicle with warning
lights on to warn
oncoming traffic

STEP 6
“STOP POLICE/JPJ
INSPECTION”
signage with
blinkers lamp

STEP 7
Cones arrangement

EMERGENCY LANE

400

300

1 KM

300

100

100
200 metre

STEP 5
Officers waving flag/light baton and
blowing whistle to slow down
vehicles

200 metre

DIVIDER
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Appendix C: Pre Roadblock Procedures for One Way, Three Lanes

STEP 1
Slow down to 80kmph signage is
placed at road shoulder at 1 KM
from stopping point

STEP 3
Slow down to
40kmph
signage is
placed at road
shoulder at
600 M from
stopping point

STEP 2
Slow down to
60kmph signage is
placed at road
shoulder at 800 M
from stopping point
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STEP 4
Static
enforcement
vehicle with
warning lights
on to warn
oncoming traffic

STEP 6
“STOP POLICE/JPJ
INSPECTION” signage with
blinkers lamp

STEP 7
Cones
arrangement

40

60

400 metre

STEP 5
Officers
waving
flag/light
baton and
blowing
whistle to
slow down
vehicles

300 metre

300 metre

100 metre

100 metre

DIVIDER

1 KM

200 metre
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200 metre

